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White Lightning Disk 
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Has Tramiel come up trumps 
with the new range of Ataris? 
PCiV hotfooted it out to^Slough 

exclusive hand-on test. And if 
that’s not enough, we also have 
a Pro-test of the 130XE. ” 
else could give you all thi 

PLUS 
PROBLEM 

released, the 130XE appears 

Pascal package is a bargain that Beeb ov, 

REGU LARS II 
Monitor 1 SoWwawPmdsw 23 , 
Commodore announces losses; 
Atari support grows; Compaq 
launches new machines; and 
what price portable computers? 
PCN Charts 5 

Lastest releases from the soft- ! 

Gameplay 24 
Even the Apple gets a look-in 

Random Access 7 
Fight out the war of words on 
our pages. More readers share Quit 32 

Microwa.es _ 9 
After the good buys, a few 
humourous goodbyes. | 

The new BBC B Plus computer 

cally by the mqjor multiple 
-s, but Acorn is receiving 

ews phlegmatically. 
... £499 the machine is un¬ 

likely to sell in the sort of 
volumes that would appeal * 

10 can give 
support, 

een running a 
for software 
ributors for ab- 
r, but samples of 

fore last. WH Smith and Boots 
like to give computers a thor¬ 
ough evaluation before decid- 
ng to stock them, and it’s 
nlikelythey’U make a decision 

The possibility of one or more 
f the chains turning it down is 
eing prepared for. According 

uite possible that they’ll vie' 

nachine, and considering thei 
rack record of trying to sell 
business machines (WH Smith 

and the Advance, for example) 
they may not think it’s viable. 

bridges to small det— — 
were caught out by the Electron 
price-cut this spring. The prob¬ 
lem here will be that the 
financial loss to the dealers can 

ascription. The unwary have 
»en left half buried in Oric 
tmos, Acorn Electrons, Dra- 

w )ns and even Lynxes. This has 
disenchanted a lot of small 

ilers, and Boots has on occa- 
n seemed ready to start a 
nmage sale at the drop of a 

hat. The Boots price pledge may 
not have always been the best 
Cible deal, but the company 

offered exceedingly keen 
pricing on ZX81s and Dragons. 

With the n 
the Acorn range it seems clear 
that the company, as promised, 
will be concentrating on selling 

tional users. The price tag on 
the Plus is too high for anything 
else — although the way prices 

high for these markets. 
Acorn’s gamble must there¬ 

fore be to establish the Plus as a 
prestige successor to the Model 
B, and first impressions are 
that the odds are stacked heav¬ 
ily against the company. 

As part of its bid to regain the 

been dropping its software 
prices in three separate brack¬ 
ets. Schools and parents (the 
last one may be difficult to 
prove, but kidnap a kid and take 
it along with you) will be able to 
save 50 per cent on education 
titles if they buy more than five. 
If you don’t buy more than five 

is the amount the company is 
dropping the price on almost 
everything. 

Acomsoft Small Business 
software drops 43 per cent if you 
buy all seven together, while 
Electron titles except Elite (sor¬ 
ry), Countdown to Doom and 
Linkword come down to £6.99. 

Fancy flyer 
written by Vaughan Dow, a 
sx-VTOL and test pilot an 
author of Flight Path 737. 

mp Jet, a combat and fl ight RAF ranks, from Flight Lieute- 

Jet uses Anirog’s 
duction techniqui 

MB 
||pj 

■.vSceMal 

formation to thejjilot. 

Rflme will be the Commodore 
64. Spectrum, Amstrad, BBC, 
C16 and Vic 20 owners will 
have to wait until July 22. 
Versions for Atari, MSX and 
Tatung machines are planned 
for September, costing £9/*" 
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OMMODORE 
HIT BY LOSSES 
If you thought^ things were ary, a reluctance of retailers 

psi 
H 

ir depleted inven- cutting on the newer models 

sue 
COMPAQ GOES TWO 
UP ON IBM PC AT 

Lisa loses 
out to Mac 
The future of Apple’s Lisa is 
now clear — it’s being dropped 
in favour of the Macintosh. 

Lisa was launched in 1983 
and brought the now fasionable 
windows, icons and mice into 

but sales of the machine have 
been very low, largely because 
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ODEM LINK 
FOR ATARI FANS 
Long-suffering Atari owners 
could be forgiven for thinking 

this year. The kick up the pants 
that Jack Tramiel has given the 
slumbering US company 
had the noticeable side effe 
waking up several 
ofthe mdustry. 

cle Technology w Y 

and communications package 
that offers full Prestel facilities. 

The package labours under 
the unwieldy name of Multi- 
Viewterm Datatari but makes 
up for that with an impressive 
specification. It will handle 
baud rates of 1200/75,75/1200, 
1200/1200 and 300/300. The 
cable comes with 13-way plugs 
at the Atari end and a standard 
25-way plug to fit Miracle 
Technology’s range of modems. 

> at last 
The interface and disk-based 8-bit Atari’s from the old 400 

software give Atari owners and 800 through the XL range 
access not just to Prestel but and the new XE series, 
also to electronic mail, telex It should be available 
and a range of bulletin boards, through most of the main Atari 
The system also supports the dealers or by mail order from 
downloading of telesoftware. Miracle Technology, St Peters 

Best news of all is that the Street, Ipswich IP1 1XB. Price 
package is compatible with all is £61.10. 

MUSICAL MICROS 
Virgin Games’ next release will 
be Ghettoblaster. Written by 
Tony Gibson and Mark Harri¬ 
son, it features 12 original 
backing melodies. 

It’s not another Breakdance 
simulation; you’re responsible 
for collecting and delivering 
music tapes around the town for 
the company Interdisc. Life is 
made harder by the inhabitants 
who may steal your batteries or 
turn your volume down. 

Gibson and Harrison normal¬ 
ly code for Taskset, but offered 
Ghettoblaster to Virgin. The 
game should be out soon. 

First to the 
defence 
First Software is living up to its 

duct for Commodore 64 owners 
— an ADA compiler. 

ADA is a very high level 
language much beloved of the 
US Defence Department where 

controlling missile systems. 

Slogger bid 
Support for the ageing Acorn 
machines, the BBC B and 
Electron, is still thriving with a 
selection of new products from 
Slogger Software. ROM mana¬ 
ger chips BeebMan and Elk- 
Man provide facilities for ex¬ 
amining, enabling, disabling, 
and generally fooling around 
inside the ROM system. The 
ROMs cost £17.50 each and 
include facilities for accessing 
sideways RAM, ifyou have any. 

Commands include offrom to 
turn off a ROM (useful for 
avoiding conflicts), kust which 

e status of all the 16 
keys, hex and mnemo- fimcti 

nic dumps of memory and facili¬ 
ties for moving ROM data from 
the filing system or memory, 
into and out of the ROMs 
themselves. 

Slogger has also produced i 
ROM board for the Electroi- 
with space for 8 ROMs of either 
8 or 16K. The unit plugs into the 
back of the Electron and is fully 
compatible with the existing 
Acorn add-ons, the Plus 1 and 
Plus 3. It gives Electron users 
access to most of the ROM 
software for the BBC including 
View, MultiForth-83, and EX- 
MON. The Rombox costs £44.95 
including Dostage and packing 

Software 0643-811634/ 
41622"' 

^ir^ 
THE U.K. 

When is a portable 
not a portable? 
What do you reckon the specs 
for a really classy portable 
computer should be? Twin mic¬ 
ro floppies. 80x25 LCD. 256K 
of RAM, IBM compatible — go 
on admit it, that’s what you’re 
thinking isn’t it? 

Most of the world’s micro 
industry thinks this too, as 
you’ll see by the number of 
manufacturers falling over 
each other to get HP110 clones 
onto the market. The net result 
is that, if you’re not careful, 
you'll find yourself salivating 
over a substantial piece of kit 
that... well, that keeps falling 
off your lap, for a start. 

The first successful portable 
computers (aside from the likes 
of the Osborne and the rest of 

luggable crowd) were the 
idv, Olivetti and NEC lap- Tandv, Oliv 

portables bi 
Kyocera des 

factun re looked at their 

started designing them out. 
Which means, if a 40x8 LCD 

isn’t good enough you put on a 
bigger fold-up screen (so you're 
sitting tapping away on a bus, 
then the conductor brushes past 
and rips your screen off), while 
if the memory isn’t big enough 
you install more of it, forcing up 
theprice of the basic unit 

The end result is an expen¬ 
sive piece of hardware that has 
sacrificed a great deal of its 

ity. And it’s decidedly 

* it’s 
low-tech. 

Why low-tech? 

umt^ikel' ‘ “ 
be a self-contained 

These allow you to work on I 
move, and if they’re used 
conjunction with desktop 
mainframe computers you can 
still have desktop power — 

portables. If the manufacturers 
convinceenoughmugsthey’r- - 
good idea then the demand — 
the earlier portables will drop. 
The manufacturers will there¬ 
fore have to drop the price, i 
then we can all buy one. 
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MICROS 

York Computer Centre 
SPECIAL OFFERS!// 

Atari 800XL £99.95 
Atari 1050 Disc Drive £175.00 

Atari Cassette Package 
Includes 800XL Computer, Cassette Recorder + 

two pieces of software. 

ONLY £129.00 

Atari Disc Package 
Includes 800XL Computer, 

1050 Disc Drive, 
Home Filing Manager Disc, 

The Pay-Off adventure and demo disc. 

ONLY £249.00 
100 s OF SOFTWARE TITLES IN STOCK 
Ring for availability of the latest titles. 

Dropzone, US Gold, tape £9.96 disc £14.96 

Infocom series of Zork I, II, III disc only £29.95 each 
Encounter rape £9.95 

Scott Adams Adventure Series: £7.95 each Icass.l 

YORK COMPUTER CENTRE 
7 Stonegate Arcade, York Y01 2QQ. 

Tel: (09041 641862 



THE TALK OF 
BRITAINS 

COMPUTERS... 
PROTEK1200 BAUD MODEM 

* Accoustic Coupler 

* Baud Rate Mode 1 = 1200:1200 
Baud Rate Mode 2 = 1200:75 

* Portable 4AA Batteries 

* BATB Approved 

* RS232C/RS432 Compatible' 

* Prestel & BT Gold Compatible 

1200 Modem 
ZX Spectrum Pack 
inc: Modem, interface, 
cable* software 
BBC Model B' 
inc: Modem, cable 
& software 
Commodore 64 
inc: Modem, cable 
& software 
Amstrad CPC 464 
irtc: Modem, cable 
& software 
Acorn Electron 
inc: Modem, cable 
& software 
Epson PX8 cable only 
Postage & Packing U.K. £2 (Overseas £3) 

£59.95 £29.95 £30 
£8495 £39.95 £45 

£7995 £39.95 £40 

£39.95 £40 

£49.95 £40 

£49.95 £40 
£9.95 £10 

WRITE OR PHONE 
FOR IMMEDIATE DESPATCH 

E3 

=f%©ls<ik<=* 



ANDOM ACCESS 
your words of praise or send us a rocket about PCN. We want to hear your views an 

House, 62 Oxford Street, London W1A 2HG. You could win £15 for the 
best letter of the week. 

programs published for the 

be entirely compatible wit! 
664. There is no problem 

•recorded Basic progr 
typed in progi 
use variable ns 

words (FILL for example). 

Provided that they only rely or 

documented in o 
Firmware Specific 
should be no problei 

by inspection cannot be guaran- 

es he in 
the 664 exactly as they did on 
the 464 — they are documented 

Unfortunately, his program 
makes use of a pointer that 
holds the start address of the 

not documented and has now 
changed. Consequently, the 
program will not work on a 664. 

The program also makes 

of Basic program storage—this 
is undocumented and is also 
liable to change without notice. 

Mr Keneally is not the first 
and will probably not be the last 
to make this mistake. However, 
by publishing this letter, we 
hope more people will recognise 

' U problem. this potential 
CliffLau son, 
Software en 

PCN should become 
multi-lingual 

Being a weekly magazine you 
should have a lot more space to 
publish articles and programs 
than your monthly competi¬ 
tors, but looking through issue 
105 I found to my dismay that 
over half the magazine con- 

any popular mi 

in between was anything 

vaned’'infact sS 
Hacker’s Handbook. 

Putting this aside, it bothers 
me how, with a title like Person¬ 
al Computer News, you only 
deal with such a small aspect of 
personal computing. There is a 
lot more to the subject than 
Basic, arcade games and 
machine code. I wonder if you 
have ever published anything 
on Forth, Fortran, Lisp or Logo 
— languages available for most 

"ft* wrong that all magazines 
should follow the trend only to 

popular aspects of computing 
and 1 hope PCN will improve in 

Fleetwood, Lancs 

In an average four-week period 
PCN publishes more than 100 
pages of editorial — a good deal 
more than most of our monthly 
competitors. Yes, we do publish 
articles on other languages — 
the last was a review ofQL Forth 

the st t of a se rticles 

ing, the rest of the Output sec/ion 
is devoted to utilities and other 
aspects of programming. But 

Sord user group 
opens its letterbox 

formed. If any of your readers 
vish tojoin a software library or 
/ant any leaflets they should 
end a stamped addressed en- 
elope to the address below. We 

from independent 
David O'Grady, 

Boffins take shine 
out of computers 

it four games 
ur hallowed 

ously he in- 

1 content to make the 
ke program r 
ian functional listings. 

clearly the computer boffin (no 
insult intended) and I’m the 
casual user. I hope Mike Ho¬ 
ward’s comments won’t cause 
you to go completely boffinised. 
Don’t make computers a dull 
hobby and don’t make PCN a 
dull magazine. 

PCN, dull? No chance-Ed. 

Getting another 
byte at the cherry 
Further to the encouraging 
coverage that ITL’s Byte Drive 
system has been getting re¬ 
cently, culminating in the 

of the Macro-Assembler pack¬ 
age from McLaughlin (issue 
106) .. . dare we ask for a 
review? 

sparked off i 
' activity fron 

couraged by the response and 
do whole-heartedly agree with 
the general praise of this quite 
remarkable application. 

However, my own problem 
still exists in as much as I am 
still without my Capable 
Cable and am having difficul¬ 
ty trying to trace the ’adminis¬ 
trators’ of Tyrell Computers 

property. 
Stuart T G Wright, 

Adopting an Elite 
Vector for success 

feel it is only fair to inforn 
ir readers that my debug 
1 version of the Elite casset 
las now arrived, thanks t< 

being handled by the above 
company. Within two weeks of 
my telephone call it has been 
able to locate and replace my 
faulty cassette. The telephone 

MAY 111985 



*V No, not another" 
■\5computing magazine. 

Micro Challenge is unique. Colourful and exciting, 
it’s packed with intriguing puzzles — and prize competitions 

— devised specifically for microcomputer owners. 

This is an example of one of the 
many types of puzzle to be 
found in Micro Challenge — but 
ifs also your chance to win a 
superb JVC portable colour 
television with remote control. 
Solve the problem, using skill, 
judgement and your own micro, 
then send the solution, on one 
of the prize puzzle entry forms 
from the May/June issues of 
Micro Challenge, to the address 
given in the magazine, marking 
the coupon API. (A proper form 
must be used; no photocopies 
or facsimiles are permitted). The 
competition closes first post on 
June 17, 1985, and the first 
correct entry opened wins the 
prize. 

Moving at the speed of light you could still snap up 
our fabulous launch issue. Order a regular copy 
from your newsagent now. Details of subscriptions 
or postal deliveries contact 
MICRO CHALLENGE 
Somers House, Linkfield Corner, Redhill, Surrey 
RH1 IBB 



ICROWAVES 

Amstrad caps lock 
indicator kicks off 

CPC464 users about the li 

two 09sin line 150. Thee_ 
changed — if the two numbers 
are different, the border will 
flash. 

The indicator is kicked by the 
frame flyback so the display is 
updated every l/50th of a 

:.f7.eb.21,26.0.19.e5.4e.23.46 
a. 69.19.44.Ad.el.71.23.70.c9.0 

3.38, t 
a. 09 

QL routine hooks 
up to Epson printer 
To dump a screen from the QL to 
a printer, try this program. The 
escape codes are for the Brother 
HR5. but they work with most 
Epson compatible printers. 
Although the program is writ¬ 
ten in SuperBasic, it performs 
at an adequate speed because it 
prints horizontally instead of 

window 1. Line 170 works out 
which 16 bit word to look at. 180 
bitwise ORs the two bytes to the 
red and green ones. In Mode 4, 
white red and green areas will 
become solid, in Mode 8, white 
and magenta will be solid, the 
rest of the colours being shaded. 
IG Booth, 
Warrington, Cheshire. 

180 t=PEEK(s) : IPEEl 
190 PR1N T#10,CHR$( 
200 END FOR loop2 
210 END FOR loopl 

Another quick hint 
for the Amstrad 
Issue 106 Microwaves con 
tained two useful features o: 
the Amstrad that are littl 

known. I add to these one 
Pressing CTRL SHIFT CAPS 
LOCK will effectively give 
SHIFT LOCKieallthe keys are 
shifted. 
D 0 Wright, 
Sheffield, S Yorks. 

QL BANK 
ACCOUNT 

Fed up with infrequent Bank statements? Avoid Bank charges 
and keep up to date with QL BANK ACCOUNT. Check your 
mortgage HP. standing orders! Budget your bills. 

* Automatic posting of Standing Orders & other regular 
payments or credits. SO column display. 

* Six different entry search routines! 

* Post items to account headings chosen by YOU to suit 
your circumstances. Print out individual accounts & 
summary, eg all payments to Building Society or 
Motoring expenses. 

* Output of Bank statement & accounts to most Epson 
compatible printers. Makes automatic use of memory 
expansions. Full instructions and bank account included. 
Demonstration bank account included. 

Cartridge & Manual £19.95 + 50p P 8 P. Cheques 8 POs 
to: 

cenpnme software 
10 Castle Street RUGBY CV21 2TP 

Coventry (0203) 686162 

MagicMouse 
FOR THE COMMODORE 64 

• CREATE HI RES 
GRAPHICS 

•TRANSFORM YOUR 
OWN PROGRAMS 

• COMES COMPLETE 
WITH DISC AND TAPE 

)) SOFTWARE - NO 
EXTRAS REQUIRED 

•SOFTWARE INCLUDES 
HI RES GRAPHICS PACKAGE, 

MOUSE CONTROLLER, SPRITE 
DESIGNER, ICON DESIGNER. 

PHONE FOR YOUR NEAREST 
STOCKIST TEL 01-441-1282 

ANOTHER CONNEXIONS PRODUCT FROM: 
SMC SUPPLIES. II WESTERN PARADE, GREAT NORTH ROAD. BARNET, 

HERTS EN5 I AD Telex: 295181 SMC G 
PCN MAY 111985 



ARDWARE PROTEST: ATARI 520ST 

'atari 
ADVANCES 
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simr’ Your desktop has to operate as a 
'r -u end’ to your applications software, 
which is presented as a file on the desk. 
At its simplest, instead of typing WORD¬ 
STAR you’d point at a file called Wordstar 
and it would load. Exit Wordstar and you 
should get back to your desktop. 

And there’s the rub. Existing PC 
users will have a fair amount of software 
that was developed before their new 1 
front end, and they’ll be righteously 
indignant if all of it is made redundant. 
This doesn’t matter for new machines 
like the Mac or the Ataris, but it does for 
established business users. 

Enter two major software producers, 
with two different approaches. Micro¬ 
soft, which produced MSX Basic and 
MSDOS, the PC’s operating system, 
plumped for total compatibility with its 
front end, Microsoft Windows. This may 
not have been a totally smart idea as 
Windows has been coming Real Soon 
Now (RSN) for over a year now. Arch 
rival Digital Research has taken the 
other approach, which means that GEM 
won’t run with everything but which 
also means that its available now. More 
important, it’s available on home com¬ 
puters in the shapeofthe Atari ST series. 

This last point is crucial to DR’s long 
term strategy. Microsoft won the impor¬ 
tant operating system contract for the 
IBM PC and DR is therefore in the 
position of having to break back. DR is 
therefore pricing implementations of 
GEM on the PC and its rivals low, and is 
simultaneously linking with Atari to 
produce it on relatively cheap home/ 
business crossover machines like the 
STs. It’s a big gamble, but the goal is to 
make GEM an industry standard in the 
same way as MSDOS became an indus¬ 

try standard, and so the rewards for 
success will be high. 

Operation 
The ST PCN looked at was, so far as this 
country is concerned, a rare bird. This 
particularmachine had, towards the end 
of March, been sent specifically to Sam 
(son of Jack) Tramiel, and had a delivery 
label on the underside to prove its 
collectable status. In operation, howev¬ 
er, it was similar to the PC version of 
GEM which PCN has had on test for 

see corrected, seems to be a success. 
Some of the initial problems in using 

GEM can be put down to its friendliness. 
On several occasions I found that what 
appeared to be a bug was in fact 
something that could be corrected by 

that it’s so easy to use you don’t feel you 
need to look in the manual. 

The error messages are a more serious 
problem because a friendly front-end 
should, if you do something wrong, tell 

you gently what’s up. The PC version of 
GEM shows a regrettable tendency to let 
you try to do someting silly (say, load a 
data file without loading the relevant 
program), not let you do it, but not tell 
you why you couldn’t do it. 

The earlier versions of the Atari GEM 
produced more serious goofs than this, 
giving you traditional unintelligible 
disk error messages (grab the manual 
and look up error 42) without a window 
in sight. 

Atari says, however, that it is aware of 
the problem and will be correcting it. As 
far as more comprehensively friendly 

messages are concerned it looks like the 
ball is in DR’s court. Initially there seem 
to be areas where the Mac's friendliness 
beat’s GEM’S, but ifGEM is to become an 
industry standard, we can expect de¬ 
velopments of it to follow. If you consider 
the amount by which the prices of the 
STs undercut the Mac you find yourself 
not wanting to check a free nag’s fillings. 

The system I saw had one interesting 
little oddity. The standard GEM pack¬ 
age incorporates a calculator icon that 



Is the Information Revolution Passing You By? 
If you use an Apple, IBM, BBC or 
ACT micro then you could be 
missing out on the information 
revolution of the decade. Today 
there are literally hundreds of 
databases worldwide, which can 
be accessed by a microcomputer 
fitted with a Nightingale modem 
and using appropriate software. 
These data bases include Prestel, 
Micronet, Homelink, Telecom 
Gold, various 'Bulletin Boards' and 
massive American Databases such 
as 'DIALOG' and 'The Source'. 
Micros can also be used to send 
telex messages. 

A world of information is available to you 
now when you install the Nightingale 
modem from Pace. There are hundreds 
of thousands of 'pages' of data available 
on Prestel, free computer software on 
Micronet, homebanking facilities 
available with Homelink, Company facts, 
Educational information, magazine and 
news articles available with Knowledge 
Index and the ability to communicate 
with other micro users direct, or via 
'bulletin boards'. 

The Nightingale modem is only £136.85 
inc. VAT. If you do not already have 
suitable communications software Pace 
can supply this complete with a manual 
and full installation instructions. 

niGHTinGflLE-The Modem 
By far the most versatile modem available, at the price, for 
either home or business use, Nightingale will enable your 
micro computer to send and receive data utilising an 
ordinary P.O. Telephone Line. It offers Prestel Viewdata 
baud rates (1200/75 & 75/1200) alongside 300 300 baud full 
duplex for communication 
between computers. 
The state-of-the-art modem . —. _______ 
chip technology employed in I SPEC/auni JUCTORvncrrn 
Nightingale requires minimum! 
support circuitry resulting in I ' 
low power consumption, low I 
cost, high quality and extreme! 
reliability. It also features a I 
simple self test facility for 
easy installation. 
Nightingale complies with 
the vigorous specifications 
laid down by British 
Telecom and is fully BABT 
approved. 

/PACE 
PACE SOFTWARE LTD 
92 NEW CROSS STREET, 
BRADFORD BD588S 
Tel. 102741729306 
Telex 51564 

SEP s "Bringing tomorrow a little closer" 



GEBPIT ac- 
THE OFFICIAL MEMOTECH USER GROUP 

CALLING ALL MEMOTECH OWNERS ...IF YOU’RE NOT A MEMBER OF GENPAT — 
YOU DON’T KNOW WHAT YOU ARE MISSING!! 

LOOK WHAT YOU GET! 
1. MONTHLY MAGAZINE (Between 30 & 40 pages). 
2.15% DISCOUNT ON ALL SOFTWARE. 
3. BETWEEN 10% & 15% DISCOUNT ON ALL HARDWARE. 
4. FREE PHONE IN ... OPEN 5 DAYS PER WEEK TO ANSWER 

ALL YOUR TECHNICAL & PROGRAMMING PROBLEMS. 
5. ACCESS TO ALL THE LATEST INFORMATION. 

GENPAT IS ONEOFTHE MOST ACTIVE USER GROUPS IN EUROPE. THECLUBHASITSOWN SOFTWARE 
LABEL SYNTAXsoft AND STOCKS ALL OTHER MAJOR SOFTWARE WITH A MAIL ORDER TURN AROUND 
OF 48 HOURS IN MOST CASES. 
AS A MEMBER YOU HAVE INSTANT ACCESS TO A PROFESSIONAL TEAM OF PROGRAMMERS AND 
WRITERS HEADED BY KEITH HOOK WHO IS WELL KNOWN FOR HISTECHNICAL WRITING AND FOR HIS 
CONTRIBUTIONS WITHIN THESE PAGES. 
MEMOPAD THE CLUB MAGAZINE CARRIES ARTICLES ON MACHINE CODE, GRAPHICS, PASCAL, 
FORTH, BASIC, REVIEWSOFLATESTSOFTWARE, PROGRAMS SUBMITTED BYMEMBERS, ANDAHOST 
OF OTHER INTERESTING ITEMS. 

GENPAT, 3 BULCOCK STREET, BURNLEY BB10 II 

SYNTAXsoft THE EXCLUSIVE USER GROUP LABEL 

NEW SOFTWARE RELEASES FROM SYNTAXsoft. . . 
MEMOSKETCH This is an excellent high resolution drawing package that allows you to design screens you 
didn't think were possible. Use them within your programs as title screens, games screens etc.. .. complete 
with comprehensive manual. 
GRAPHICS Design all your Sprites, UDG's etc with this excellent piece of software . . then forget theml The 
graphics are installed into your program ... no need for all those Genpat statements. 
THE CAVES OF ORB The very first graphic adventure on the Memotech. This is a massive adventure that 
uses special techniques to compress text. A real challenge to your mind. 
SUPERBIKE Can you complete the journey? You must avoid road-up signs, on-coming traffic and the death 
dispensing hellicopter.. . and try not to scratch your new bike! 
TARGET ZONE Once you have left the safety of your aircraft carrier you are on your own! Can you complete 
your mission over enemy territory and return to the mother ship ... if you are a good pilot, you just might get 

FLUMMOX Definitely one of the greatest games available on the MTX. Over 40 different waves of attack in 
this high-speed, all machine code, shoot 'em up. 
FORTH This is an excellent implementation of FIG FORTH which supports all the MTXs’ special features. 
This is the one you have been waiting for. Comprehensive manual supplied. 
VERNON & THE VAMPIRES This game presents a real challenge to the most adept joystick manipulator 
... Too tough for me! 
MISSION OMEGA Great game with excellent scrolling and graphics. This is a very popular piece of 
software. 
LITTLE DEVILS A really original game for the MTX. To win at this, you must ice the Little Devils ... but 
they're not going to let you off lightly! 
ICEBERG I've heard of Astroids but this is ridiculous! Something very fishy about this game! 
AGROVATOR One of the top selling games on the MTX, a real challenge. 30 random mazes to complete in 
this massive game. Not to be confused with other maze games ... this one is really different. 
SALTY SAM A real delight to play. You must collect the treasures from under the sea, but it's not that easy 
... I forgot to mention the octupii! 

SEND £1.25 FOR SAMPLE MAGAZINE AND APPLICATION FORM 
ALL ENQUIRIES TO GENPAT, 3 BULCOCK STREET, BURNLEY BB10 1UH 

DEALERS PLEASE RING SENTIENT SOFTWARE 
(SOLE DISTRIBUTORS FOR SYNTAXsoft) 

FOR INTERESTING TERMS LEEDS 0532-791136 



Computer Support PRESENTS 

ULTIMON 
THE GAP 
ROMEUMULATOR 
OVER-WRITE 
BADSECTOR 
PORTPRINT 
MONITOR CONNECTION LEAD 
HI-FI CONNECTION LEAD 
REPLACEMENT ARIEL LEAD 
SERIAL FLYLEAD (1 metre) 
SERIAL FLYLEAD (2 metres) 
SERIAL I/O PLUG 

SWERDISASSEMB LER 
FILE LOADER . 
BOOTLOADER 
BIORHYTHM 
MAILING LIST 
UTILITY PAC ONE 
DISK DUPLICATOR 
DISK DUPLICATOR 128k 
CARTRIDGE DUPLICATOR 
CASSETTE DUPLICATOR 
MACRO LIBRARY (MAC 68*) 
ZAPPING-ZOMBIES 

£12.95 
£ 9.95 

£16.95 

xmtmually adding new products to ouj 
Please send SAE for full details. 

Computer Support (Dept PCN) 
26 Seacourt Road 

from 
THE BEST ATARI RANGE OF SOFTWARE IN THE U.K. 
ATARI SMASH HITS 32KCa55ette448KDlsk: 

VOLUMES 1,2 and 3. 
FIVE GREAT GAMES 
ndudng JET-BOOT JACK, 
IN EACH PACK!!! 
Only £14.93 Cassette/ 

£17.95 DISK 
PLUS 
COLOSSUS CHESS 3.0 

4-8K Cassette/Cek 
THE BEST 

CHESS 
PROGRAM 

FOR ATARI 
COMPUTERS: 
£9.95 Cassette/ 

1.95 Disk 

I (London) • SILICA SHOP (Mai Order and Retaf) • WILDINGS • LIOM 
" HOUSE • JUST MICRO (Sheffield)# VISION TECHNOLOGY 

CENTRE (Croydon) «GB MICROLAND (Watefloovle) 
Southern Ireland: ContactG.B. Distributors. Tel: 944 894 
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ARDWARE PRO-TEST: ATARI 520ST 



lUTPUT: ADVENTURE WRITING 

ADVENTUROUS 
PROGRAMMING 
Last week Mike and Pete Gerrard outlined the general approach to adapting a book. Now programmer Pete 

I conrerta the Coaaa Doyie yam that they chon, *T1ie Sign of Four', from printed page to program. | 

zsu.zs.s.&z-s: 
£sjKSSS£=s 
siTJ'riXrars 
program is for disk use, so tape users 

?S^aaTthe8tOWardStheend°f 



printing the full word instead of the 
symbol if the program finds it. For 
example you might use shifted T instead 

noun). The whole program revolves 
around VB, NO and CP. 

New developments 

iSps 
If you look at line 100 you’ll see a SYS 

though they could be°if yoiTwanta^to 

“^teStlttetterslline 

SKSSSSS IHfll Pli 1: 
w

i i 

S
 Opening doors 

or ’Knock at house number 3,’ for 

=tsffls2ss=s 
rr^SiTiiaass 

to the main part of the program. The 
next line simply goes to 1019 if they’re in 
room 56, since there’s nothing else to 

Try changing the listing, a littlebit at 

i^anMAMSS! 



ARDWARE PRO TEST: ATARI 130XE 

**XE ■UNDER I 
EXAMINATION 

~= 









TROPICAL 
TANGLE 



FTWARE PRE-VIEW 
We check out the latest contenders on the software market. Don't forget, tf you 

wmt ywcoww^ipeckije to be iwckded on thbp—t, tend your latest re»ee»e«ti 
Bryaa Stdoner, POj 62 Oxford Street, London W1A 2HG, along with prices and 

r machine than the Spectrum, 
is 10 release it on as Confuzion adds to the grow 
nachines a possible, ing ranks of games with musii 
>n realises this, hence on the flip side of the cassette 

- zion bombs from a 
* industrial plant. Wi 
» ryingai 

> English Software 061-8351358 

According to Acornsoft, Comal 
isjthe internationally approved 

language'. It was chosen by 
Ireland, Denmark and Sweden 
as their official secondary 

the simplicity and ease of use of 
Basic with the power and struc¬ 
ture of Pascal. In practice it’s 
very similar to BBC Basic, with 

be added advantage of synt 
rror trapping on line entry 
like Sinclair Basics) and struc- 
ure checking before programs 

The Extended Payroll prog¬ 
ram from Micro-Aid is an up¬ 
date of an earlier version. The 
program will cater for 125 
employees using 40 track disks, 
rising to 400 with 80 track 
double density disks. 

Wally fans look forward to May 

Mikro-Gen’s follow up to Every- 
one’s A Wally. The game fea¬ 
tures Herbert. Wally’s way- 

o the lost and found section of 
he store, and of course there 
ire hazards galore. 
Komplex has finally arrived, 

ifter weeks of typically 
nigmatic advertising. If you 

SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY 
OFFER... ONLY £10! 

Please send me one month's free supply of Personal Computer News with 
my special introductory six-month subscription for £10. 
CsixmonthsUK.£10 
□six months Europe.£17.50 
□ sixmonthsoirmoil. £32.50 
□ I enclose my cheque mode poyoble to Personal Computer News 
□ Please charge my Access/Visa/Diners/Americon Express cord (delete where not 

applicable) 
Account No-Expiry dote:_ 

News absolutely free when you take advantage of ou 
special 6-month introductory offer. 

You pay for 26 issues and get 30 sent to you. 

—only 33p each Instead of 40p. Post and packing Is 
free. 

So, tty our 6-month special now... Send to: Subscriptions Dept, 53-55 Frith Street, London Wl 
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AMEPLAY 

KISSIN’ KOUSINS 
English Software has built up 
an enviable reputation for pro¬ 
ducing a series of games with 
high-quality graphics and good 

■ts off well. It < 
certainly 

_—.jmes with a 
colourful cover and decent load¬ 
ing instructions. Once loaded I a 
surprisingly long process for a 
BBC game I there's a pretty, 

ited header and a nicely 

Hunchback or MrPunchy story¬ 
line. To reach your 'gal' on the 
other side you have to run and 

planes, kangaroos etc. 
The first set of objects, hyd¬ 

rants and dustbins, is largely 

trampoline and 

thegogglers.and 
rubber frogs a 

Lave gathered 
ressedwithit. 

game is uninspired and the 
screen’s use limited. Apart from 
the bi-plane, and " 

The neatly drawn back¬ 
ground, which scrolls smoothly 
between screens, is just that. It 

pays no active part in the game. 
Completing a screen is just a 

question of timing, as many of 
the creatures repeat their 
movements each time you come 
to them. While the idea of the 
Country and Western setting is 
a good one, the old game hasn’t 
been sufficiently revamped. 

The cassette does have the 
advantage of offering the Elec- 
tron version 
But cheap a 

DEATHSTAR 
INTERCEPTOR 

Death Star Interceptor is a 
little out of date — it’s the 
'official version of the final 
scenes of Star Wars, and was 
first released for the Commo¬ 
dore 64. You know the theme— 
fly to the planet Deathstar, 
down a trench on its surface and 
loose off a direct hit on the 
reactor port. But despite the age 

ideas, Deathstar is pretty 

t. The first is a 'fly 

doesn’t really count. The 
second appealed most — a 
good shoot-em-up. Here you 

□ 
the right. W of alien fight¬ 

ers swirl from the Deathstar's 
surface and snake towards 
you. Busy with dodging from 
side to side, raking the enemy 
hordes with laser fire, you may 

edging closer. 
The animation of the fight¬ 

ers is superb. They’re straight 
Star Wars craft, large vertical 
side foils etc, but as they turn 

toon quality. 
Survive your trip to the 

planet and it’s down the 
trench. Sure, it’s been done 

of cake, even if the graphics 

The trench is deep blue with 

walls. Some of these spit lethal 
bullets, or set up deadly rays 
three-quarters of the way 
across the trench. 

Deathstar Interceptor is 
despite being dated. The 
lies have' 

0 
ve been given a 1 

JET-BOOTJACK 
Originally for the Spectrum 
and^ Commodore 64, Jack has 

Amstrad very ably — no doubt 
by using the famed power of his 

Jet-Boot Jack is a platform 
game of sorts, but with a rather 
different scenario. The space- 

suspended at head-height 
along the five levels of plat- 

As well as headbanging the 

notes, Jack can recharg 
bootsby knocking into the _ 
pods, but the outcrops of solid 
rock and assorted weirdos 
hanging from the ceilings 
should be avoided. Even experi¬ 
enced nutters have to draw the 

the platforms. 
When he is in full flight he can 
jump the gap left behind a 
moving lift but should he stop in 
the gap or run into the lift itself, 

you can jump up nd down on 
top of a wierdo until it loosens 
its grip and drops to the floor 
nd you get a bonus fo ’ ’ 

more than 200,000 in the UK 
crying out for original games. 

I \ 
DEATH PIT 

Tunnels, ladders and monsters 
— that’s what this game offers, 
but don’t get excited. It’s an 
anti-climax after Durell’s su¬ 
perb Combat Lynx. 

You start off above ground, a 
chunky, helmeted figure car- 

rightandyoucomeacrossatent 
or Land Rover. These are red 
herrings. The only way into the 
game is via the single down¬ 
ward set of ladders. 

Underground you’ll find a 
pretty standard scenario of 
more ladders linked by tunnels. 
You’ll also be struck by the lack 
ofvari “-1 

supposed to wander about 
gatheringupgoldbars, withthi 

in preventing your fortune 
bunting. Use the T key (or fire) 

to collect gold, or the space bar 

One of the worst faults is that 

ing down a ladder and a deadly 
scorpion waddles up towards 

above, then duck down and it’ll 
have disappeared. This makes 
for a boring gameplay—it’s too 
easy to stay out of trouble. 

Death Pit lacks variation — 
all you have to do is troll about, 
dodging or bashing nasties and 
picking up gold bars. Flooded 
tunnels and a declining battery 
merely complicate the rules, 
but not the play. The choice of 
colours is odd, too — khaki- 
greenbatson khaki-green steps 

and a greater variety o 

All in all. Death Pit is f 
disappointment. And why do si 

converting Spectrum and Com 
modore 64 games for the Am 
strad? Why are there so feu 

chine"8 game Bryan Skinnei 
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AMSTRAD USERS 
SPECIAL OFFER! 

A “frustrated” order means that we have a 
limited quantity of interfaces in stock. These 
interfaces have been designed and manu¬ 
factured by us and are ready for immediate 
delivery. They are uncased and have many 
features, including: 

* Full RS232 interface (8251) 

* 8 software controlled baud-rates (with Parallel Option) 
(9600,4800,2400,1200,1200/75,75/1200,300, Ext.) 

* 24-bit Parallel Port Option (8255) 

* "Sideways" ROM Operating System Included. 

* 2 Sideways ROM sockets for ROM based software. 

* Fully compatible with the Disc System. 

* Ideal for Software Houses intending to produce 
"Sideways' ROMs of their own or the serious user. 

Write or Telephone for more details 

SKYWAVE SOFTWARE 
73 CURZON ROAD, BOURNEMOUTH 

(0202) 302385 



OFTWARE PRO TEST: QL 
$ 

QCON 
TRIAL 
GST has chipped In wWi« C compiler 

with^woVlankcartridgeaVprovkled^r 

One cartridge (QC1) contains the C 
compiler, assembler, the standard Sin¬ 
clair linker, a linker control file, a 

program. The second cartridge (QC2) 
contains two library files, a standard I/O 
header file, a sample program, and a 
clone program. 

The package runs on a standard QL, 
but is much easier to use if you have the 
QL Toolkit, due to the implementation of 
pipes, which means the output of one 
program can be used as input to another 
without needing temporary files. 
There’s no text editor, but most users 
probably have one already. 1: 

couhfevenus 

E'SSFSS 

This is part of a program which 
muriates a (very) dumb terminal, 
vhich illustrates some features of 

baud(300); 
chan = fopen (“ser2er”, “w”); 
fd = *chan; 

ial I/O open error”); 

QC lacks some of the features of a full C 

SSBHsSsss 



OFTWARE PROTEST: BBC 

CHARGER 

as 

sSSSSSSS 
fix^zSAKfia; 

i=‘-*SE-rii| 

p| 
I backed up the master disk and ran the 

sss 
SS!rtSBr.SBSi 

£HS 

tbbSS-ss: “•S'i-ar.Kfx. 
mm=s 





MICROSHOP 
Rato: £12 per single column cm. Minimum size 3cm. Series discount available. Also spot colour available Machanical Data: 

Column width, 1 column 57mm. 2 columns 118mm. 3 columns 179mm. Copy Dates: 10 days prior to publication. 
Contact: Jacqui Edmiston on 636 6890 

SINCLAIR COMPUTER REPAIRS 

Cambridge CB4 3NP. 

SPECTRUM W MEMORY 
EXPANSION SYSTEM 

XK System Kit £15.95 Inc. VAT 
XX System Factory fitted £211.98 Inc. VAT 

BINARY BANANA 

AMSTRAD464 

SPECIAL OFFER 
Datalife 

disks at unbelievable 
prices!!! 

15% OFF already LOW 
prices until 30th June 1985 

Write or phone NOW for Offer details 
-id Special Order form. 

E3 A (PI) 600-1796 01) 908-1007 

THE NEW FOREST’ RANGE 
OF CABINETS 

leaflet and price lit 
NEW FOREST CABINET MAKERS LTD 

85 DERBY ROAD, EASTLEIGH 
HANTS S055GW 

SEX PROBLEMS? 

GENDER CHANGES 

j DEALER SNOWIES WELCOME 

SPECIAL OFFER WORTH £3.95 

SOFTWARE 
UP FOR GRABS 
Fioos oVtitles1! 

UP TO 50% OFF! 

PHILIPS St PHILIPS CO LTE 

_ Oft Dabil my Access A/C No: - 
11111 i n~n 11111 11111 

OR Telephone througn your Access Order 

Signed .^SSESP”' O^ 
_SYST0»T5__ 
eiCTOMlQU^ 

26 Engineer PerK. Sandycroft. Deeslde, 
Clwyd CH5 2Q0. Tel: (0244) 536700. 

PROGRAMMERS 
Urgently required for CONVERSION 

WORK from CBM64 onto AMSTRAD. 
Must be HIGH QUALITY and 

conversant with MACHINE CODE. 
Write, giving full details, plus any 

samples of your work to:— 

SEVERN SOFTWARE 
15, HIGH STREET 

LYDNEY 
GLOS 

GL15 5DP 
We are also very interested in 

evaluating software tor 
SPECTRUM CBM64 AMSTRAD 



MICROSHOP 

LYNX 
Over 50 arcade games, adventures and utilit 

programs, including Software Projects' 
JET SET WILLY 

Unit 70, Marsh Lane Site. Marsh 
Frodaham, Cheshire WAS 7B 

CHILTERN COMPUTER CENTRE 

COMPUTERS LTD (PCN) 

^ 27128/250ns 

,.2».CK £8'!26Tvat **£9.50 
3-49 pcs £7.39 +VAT-£8,50 

Send UK cheques. Money Otders to: 
Oept. PCN, SILICON CITY. 1 Milton Road 

Cambridge CB41UY. 
Access Visa orders, phone 0273 312453 

Computer Repair Centre 

- MAXAM - 
FOR THE AMSTRAD 

SOFTWARE CENTRE 

EINSTEIN 
SPECIALISTS 

Wordstar professional 
Datastar 

Reportstar 
All three £375 

Einstein from £350 

3 Crosskeys St. Neots 
Cambridgeshire. 
Tel: 0480 72013 

Send for details of our user club 

MODEM LINE TERMINAL UNIT VM65I 

w»newplinpI^jupinediw«htJlOC7aeflraaiil?10 ' 

QL COMPUTER DESK 

«2 737000 (any time) 

DATAMANAGEMENT 

D) — Ar^irvdepenOent' last5and refcati 

- £2 cartridge plus |.U 5.25- floppies E2 plus t»to (SP00S for Spectrum! 
Two or more programs on one medium — pay medium * t : . ,\ ; ■ , J-.'j 
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ORDER NOW-OR SEND FOR OUR FREE ATARI BROCHURES 



wow 
AVAILABLE 

ON THE 
48K 

SPECTRUM 

address art afHKe of paper, enclosing your rhe< 
payable to; I SOFTWARE, and post to Ihl 
Please aUownJSd days ior delivery, 

OVERSEAS ORDERS 
Please add £1.00 per game ordered. 

System 3 


